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Overview
The purpose of this document is to specify the process that will be followed to take “Online Assessment” for the
sales staff of Tata Motors Dealers. This document will be used as help manual by the test takers.

1. Step-wise Process
Refer to the steps below to take the test:
1.

The employer/dealer will receive the credentials of all the DSE’s over the mail in the form of downloadable
excel sheet. Note that the credentials for TML Sales Champion has nothing to with the DSE’s CRM
account (only similarity being that the login id for both is DSE’s CRM Id).

2.

Open the URL below in browser (preferably latest version of Google Chrome/Mozilla Firefox):
https://www.tmlsaleschampion.com The following landing page will appear:
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3.

There will be 3 input fields:
a. Login ID: Use CRM Id as Login ID.
b. Password: Use the Password shared over the email or contact your TSM/Dealer.
c. Test Language Selection: Select the language in which you want to take the test.

4.

On successful login, system will ask to select the domain and test you want to take. Select “Tata Motors
Assessment” as domain and test as per the schedule. Refer to the screen depicted by image below:
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5.

On selecting the Test, click on “Submit”, you will be taken to the instruction page (in selected language) as
depicted by the following image:

6.

Read the instructions carefully. Tick the check box just above the “Start Test” button and click on “Start
Test” button (as depicted by green box in figure below) to start the test.

Note: The following additional instruction line will be displayed if the test is selected in any language other than
English:
“This test is in bi-lingual format. One language is in English and the other language is the language you have
chosen.”
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7.

During the test, the timer will be visible on the top center as depicted by the image below. You can even
see the progress (attempted questions) on the left panel. Refer to the image below for the same:
Instruction:- Mouse hover to view the instructions.
Section:- Mouse Hover to view the sections or jump to a section.
Previous :- Use Previous button to view the previous questions.
Next:- Use Next button to move on the next questions.
End Test:- Click on the End Test Button to submit your test.

8.

Once the test is submitted, the following summary result screen will open up:
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2. Help Desk / Support
For support, use the escalation matrix for more information

3.

Level 1 Support
Deepak Malakar

Mobile
9891644595

Land Line
0124-4206500

Level 2 Support
Lovejeet Yadav

9717788512

0124-6510136

WHAT IF Scenarios
1.

What if the system shuts down in the middle of the assessment?
If the System shuts down in the middle of the assessment, the test of the candidate can be resumed from
where it was closed due to shutdown. The test has to be resumed from the same system and from the same
browser. Example - If a candidate is taking the test from System-A and the System-A shuts down, then the
test can be resumed only from System-A and not from System-B.

2.

What if the internet goes down?
In test environment, internet is required only at the time of starting the test and submitting the test. If
internet goes down during the test, the candidate may continue with the test. However if the internet goes
down permanently during the test, then the test has to be started again.

3.

What if the person navigates away from the page more than 3 times... (Sometime it is inadvertent
because of pop- ups)?
In this case, the test of the candidate will be submitted. The Administrator will have to contact support team
and have the Login ID of the candidate rescheduled. Then only the candidate will be able to take the test
again.

4.

What if the screen hangs?
In this case, User can wait for some for the screen to un-freeze, however if the screen does not un-freeze,
then the system has to be started again and the test of the candidate can be resumed from where it was left.
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4. FAQs
How to change password?
To change password, login on www.tmlsaleschampion.com and access change password from the Account menu
present on the domain/test selection page (placed after test selection boxes and submit).
When to contact help desk?
If you have any issue/concern related to the following:









Login Id Not Working
Login Access denied message
Forgot Password
Assigned test is not appearing
Unable to find test in selected language
System is saying test has expired
Or anything related to login and test
How to resume a test, if the system was closed by mistake or some other reason.
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